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We developed the structure of semigroups in which each princi
pal left ideal bas a unique idempotent generator (L-unipotent semi
groups) in [17]. By [17, proposition 5], the L-unipotent semigroups 
are precisely the regular semigroups X such that E(X), the set of 
idempotents of X, is a semilattice /I of right zero semigroups (E, : 
S•/I). (i.e., E(X)=U(E,: S•/I, a semilattice), each E 8 is a right 
zero semigroup, E, 1-1 E,_ = D if o*.\, and Er Ep \;Er /Ip). 

If /I =1°XY, where / 0 is the non-negative integers and Y is a 
semilattice with greatest element, with (k, o) /I (s, ~)=(k, S), (s, ~), or 
(k, o /I~) according to whether k>s, s>k, or s=k, we call /I we an 
"'Y-semilattice. We term X an roY-L unipotent semigroup if (1)/1 is 
an roY-semilattice (2). E(D,)=U(E(n, o): n</0) where (D 8 : S•Y) is 

the collection of D-classes of S (D=((a, b)•X2 : aX=cX and Xc=Xb 
for some c•X), Green's relation). We characterize an roY-L-unipotent 
semigroup as a subsemigroup of a semidirect product of an wY-semi
lattice of right groups, T, by the bicyclic semigroup C (C=I' x Jo 
under the multiplication (m, n) (p, q)=(m+p-mi11 (n, p), n+q-min 
(n, p))) (Theorem 6.1 ). Theorem 6.1 generalizes [14, theorem l ]. 

If /I is order isomorphic to 1° under the reverse of the usual order 
(no further condition), we term X an ro-L-unipotent semigroup. We 
show that Xis a simple (bisimple) ro-L-unipotent semigroup if and 
only if Xis an roY-L-unipotent semigroup with Ya finite chain (a 
single element) (theorem 7.7) (theorem (7.11). Hence, the structure 
of these sernigroups is given by specializing theorem 6.1. 

* The major result of this paper was announced in Notices AMS, 20 (1973), 
73-T A34. 
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An excellent account of the structure theory of bisimple w-L-uni
poteut semigroups is given by A. H. Clifford in [3]. In [3, theorem 
2.3], Clifford gives a very interesting structure theorem for bisimple 
w-L-unipotent semigroups. In [3, section 6], he discusses the connec
tion between his [3, theorem 2.3] and our theorem 7.1 I. 

An wY-inverse sernigroup is an o.1Y-L-unipotent semigroup with 
each Es a single element. The proof of theorem 6.1 involves, in part, 
defining a congruence t on X such that S/t is an wY-inverse semi
group with each 1naxirnal subgroup a single element. In section 1, 
we define tin a nJore general situation and discuss its properties. 
In section 2, we give an explicit 1nultiplication for mY-inverse semi
groups with trivial maximal subgroups. In section 3, we describe 
so1ne properties of oiY-orthodox semigroups ("orthodox" mean iji=i 
for i, j<E8 ) which are used in the proof of theorem 6.1. Sections 4 
and 5 are devoted to the proof of theorem 6.1. which is stated in 
section 6. In section 7. we give several specializations of theorem 
6.1. Among these are three structure theorems established in previous 
papers ([14, theorem I], [II, theorem], and [10, lemma 1.20]). 

Unless otherwise specified, we will adopt the terminology of Clif
ford and Preston [I]. 

1. The equivalence relation t. 

Let S be a regular semigroup (i.e. for each aeS, there exists xeS 
such that axa=a). Then, for each aeS, there exists yeS such that 
aya=a and yay=y (For example, if a=axa, let y=xax [I, lemma 
1.14]). The elemeuty is termed an'inverse ofa. We will denote the set 
of all inverses of a by I(a). S is called an inverse semigroup if I(a) is 
a single element for all azS. If E(S) is a semigroup, S bas been 
called an "orthodox semigroup" by T,E. Hall [5] and called "a 
strictly regular semigroup" by M. Yamada [19]. In this section, S 
will always denote an orthodox (strictly regular) semigroup. (Each 
inverse semigroup is orthodox but not conversely (see, [I, theorem 
1.17]). 

By a theorem of McLean and Clifford [6; I, p. 129] E(S) is a 
semilattice fl, of rectangular bands(£, : S<Sl,). This means that Es 
=ls x J 8 under the multiplication (i, j) (u, v)=(i, v) (i, uzI. ; j, veJ,) 
and E(S)=U(E,: S<Sl,, a semilattice) with £,nE.=D if S*a and 
E,E.<;;£0 (\oc· 

Let l=((x, y)zS•: xx', yy'>E, and x'x, y'yeE'l for some S, ·~eSl,, 
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x'tl(x), and y'el(y)). The equivalence twas first introduced for a 
special case in [10]. If tis a congruence, \Ve will let x--+x* denote 
the natural homomorphism of S onto S/t. 

Let l=((a, b)eS2 : l(a)=l(b)). This relation was first introduced 
by M. Yamada [18] in the case a, b, c, deE(S) implies abcd=acbd 
and it was shown in this case that I is the sma11est congruence on S 
such that S/l is an inverse semigroup. T. E. Hall showed this for 
arbitrary E(S) in [5]. We will let a-+ii denote the natural homo
morphism of S onto S/I. 

Let R, L, H, and D denote Green's relations on S: R=((a, b)eS2 : 

aS=hS), L=((a, b)eS' : Sa=Sb), H =RI\ L, and D=R 0 L (i.e., 
(a, b)eD means there exists xeS such that (a, x)eR and (x, b)eL). R, 
(aeS) will denote the R-class containing a. 

In this section, the following properties oft are established : IC t 
and tis a congruence on S if and only if His a congruence on Sf!. 
Let t be a congruence on S. Then, S/t is an inverse semigroup, 
E(S/t)o=.IJI,, and each H-class of S/t is a single element. Furthermore, 
(a, b)eD(eS) if and only if (a*, b*)eD(eS/t). 

·The fact that the H-classes of S/t are single elements gives rise 
to a simple multiplication for the I-classes on the semigroups struc
tured in this paper. Hence, we choose S/t as a building block for 
our structure theory. 

We now establish the aforementioned properties oft. 

Lemma 1.1. Let,\ be a congruence on S such that Sf"/\ is an 
inverse semigroup. Then, (x, y)et implies (x,\, y"/\)eH(eS/,\). 

Proof If (x, y)et, there exists 5, ~•!)/,, x'el (x) and y'el(y) such 
that xx', yy'eE8 and x'x, y'ys:.EYJ. Thus, since S/A is an inverse semi-

group, (xx') A.=(yy') )\ and (x'x) ,\.=(y'y) ,\.. Hence, x,\R(xx'),\= 
(yy') ,1.Ry1', and, similarly, x,\Ly;... Thus, (x,\., y"/\)eH(eS/"/\). 

The following result (lemma 2) is due to M. Yamada [19, lemma 
4 and theorem 2] and T. E. Hall [5, remark I]. 

Proposition 1.2. (Yamada, Ha//). Xis a semigroup I-class of 
S(XeE(S/l)) if and only if X =Es for some S•IJI,. Hence, E(S/I) ""!)/,. 

Proposition 1.3. (x, y)et if and only if (x, y) eH (•Sil). Thus, 
tis a congruence on S if and only if His a congruence on Sf/. 

Proof. By lemma I.I, (x, y)et implies (x, y)eH(oS/l). Conver
sely, suppose (x, y)•H (eS/l). Thus, if X- 1 is the unique inverseofx 
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iu the inverse semigroup Sf!, x<-'=)Ty-1 and x-ix=y-1y since Sf! , 
is an inverse semigroup. Hence, xx' =YY' and x'x=y'y for all x'e/(x) 
and y'<J(y) (x' and x-' are both inverses of x in Sf!). Thus, xx', 
yy'eE, and x'x, y'yeE~ for some 8, ~in fJ/, by lemma 1.2. Hence, 

(x, y)el, 

Note. Proposition 1.3 was suggested in the case of E-bisimple 
semigroups by remarks of the first referee of [IO], 

Lemma 1.4. I q.t. 

Proof. Let (a, b)el. Thus, since Sf/ is an inverse semigroup, 
(a', b')el for a'e/ (a) and b'o/(b). Hence, (aa', bb')o/ and (a'a, 
b'b)ol. Thus, by proposition 1.2, there exists S, ~sf/, such that 
aa', bb'eE8 and a' a, b'beE~ . Hence, (a, b )et. q.e.d. 

In proposition l.5-proposition 1.7, we assume that I is a con
gruence on S. 

Proposition 1.5. Sft is an inverse semigroup with E(S/t)"° :;/,. 

Proof. Since /9 by lemma 1.4, x<p=x* defines a homomor
phism of Sf! onto Sft. Hence, since the homomorphic image of an 
inverse semi group is an inverse semigroup [2, theorem 7.36], Sft is 
an inverse semigroup. Since S/t is an inverse semigroup. it is easily 
seen that E(Sft)=(e*: e.S). Similarly, or by proposition 1.2, E(Sfl) 
=(e: eeE(S)). Thus, using proposition 1.3, e <;>=e* defines an 
isomorphism of E(Sfl) onto E(Sft). Hence, E(S/t)""fJ/, by proposi
tion 1.2. 

Proposition 1.6. Each H-c/ass of S/T consists of a single ele
n1ent. 

Proof. Let (a*, b*)eH(eS/t). Hence, using proposition 1.3, there 
exists x, y, u, veS such that (clx, b)eH(eS/Il, (by, a)eH, (uc, b)eH, 
and (v )), c)eH. 

Hence, (a, b)"H(eSfl) and, thus, a*=b* by proposition 1.3. 

Proposition 1.7. (a, b)eD(eS) if and only if (a*, b*)eD(oS/t). 

Proof. Let (a*, b*)oD(eSft). Hence, there exists c*sS/t such 
that a*Rc* and c*Lb*. Thus, (aa')*Ra*Rc*R(cc')* for any a'ef(a) 
and c'sR(c) and, similarly, (c'c)*L(b'b)* for any c'e/(c) and b'EJ(b). 
Thus, since S/t is an inverse semigroup, (aa 1

, cc')zt and (c'c, b'b)Et. 
Hence, there exists IX, {3s.)6 such that aa', cc'eE>1. and c'c, b'bsEB~ 

Thus, aDaa'Dcc'DcDc'cDb'bDb. 
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Proposition 1.8. (a, b )sD( sS) if and on/ y if (a, b)sD( Sf!). 

Proof Let (a, b)"D(<S/I). Hence, there exists coS/I such that ~R~ 
and cLb. Proceeding as in the proof of proposition 1.7, show (aa', 
cc') sf and (c'c, b'b)sl for all a'sf(a), c's[(c), and b'tf(b). Hence, 
by proposition 1.2, there exists a, ~s51 such that aa 1

, cc'sE~ and 
c'c, b'bsE~. Thus, as in the proof of Proposition 1.7, (a, b)sD. 

2. "'-'Y-inverse semigroups 

An inverse semigroup S is termed an wY-inverse semigroup if 
E(S) is an roY-semilattice and (n, S)D(m, ~) if and only if 8=·~· 
( wY-inverse semigroups were called L-inverse semigroups in l 14].) 
We will need an explicit rnultiplication for wY-inverse se1nigroups in 
\vhich each H-class is a single element, and some properties of these 
semigroups. 

For the convenience of the read~r, \Ve first state our structure theo
rem for wY-inverse semigroups ([15, corollary 5 and [16, corollary]). 
We then will specialize this theorem to obtain the just mentioned 
multiplication. 

Let Y be a semilattice with greatest element 30 and let (G, : 3sY) 
be a collection of pairwise disjoint groups. For ~. ~sY and !;>~, 

Jet 'fl~, ~ denote a homomorphism of Gi:, into G~ (For ~eY, 'P~, ~ 

denotes the identity mapping of G~ )· For each ~eY, let¢~ denote a 

homomorphism of G into G~ . Further assume that 'Pc and ¢ 
'/j Uo C,,, 'i'J 'i'] 

satisfy the conditions : 'Pt;, ~ '1'11 , , ='f>~, , and 'P~, ~ ¢11 =¢~ for 

s>11>"· If (r, 0. (k, ·~)sf0XY and (r, ~);>(k, ·~)(k>r or Y=k and 
s?11), define 

r ¢ /-r-l 'P if k>r 
'P -\ i; Bo Bo," 

(r, ~), (/c, ~)- I 

L'Pi;," ifk=rand~<:;;!; 

We will denote U((I0 )
2 x G, : osY) under the multiplication 

((n, k), g 3) ((r, s), h~)=(n+r-min (k, r), k+s-min (k, r), 

g; (k, 3), t' !;'P (r, !;), t) where g,sG,, h~ sG~, and t=(k, 5) /\ (r, !;) 

by (Y, Gs, 'Po, 11' 'f's ). 

Lemma 2.1. (Warne). Let S be an roY inverse semigroup. Then, 
S 00 (Y, G8 , ¢0, ~· qi3 ) for some collection Y, G0 , ¢ 0, ~· ¢0 . Conver-

sely, any (Y, G8 ,'f'3, -~· ¢0 ) is an <UY-inverse semigroup. 
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Corollary 2.2. Let S be an wY-inl'erse semigroup. Then, ((n, k), 
g0 )H ((r, s), h~) if and only if n=r, k=s and ii=~. Hence, His a 

congruence on S. 

Proof Corollary 2.2 follows from lemma 2.1 by a straight for
ward calculation. 

Theorem 2.3. Sis an wY-inverse semigroup ivith each H-class 
of S a single element if and only if SN( (n, k)s : n, keJ0, 80Y, a 
semilattice with greatest element) under the multiplication (n, k) 0 
(r, s)~ =(n+r-min (k, r), k-{-s-min (k, r)) f(k, r) where f (k, r) 

=8, 8/q, or~ according to whether k>r, k=r, or r>k. (Cf. [8, p. 
190] and [9, p. 569]). 

Proof Apply lemma 2.1 and corollary 2.2. 

Corollary 2.4. If Sis as in Theorem 2.3, 

(a) E(S)=((n,n), : noJ0, ooY) 

(b) (n, k).-1=(k, n). 

(c) (n, k),R(r, sh if and only if n=r and 3=~ 

(d) (n, k)sL(r, s)~ if and only ifk=s and 8=~ 

(eJ (n, k)sD(r, s)p if and only if ii=~. 

Proof. Apply the multiplication of theorem 2.3. 

3. w Y-Orthodox Semigroups 

A regular semigroup Sis termed an wY-orthodox semigrolip if 
E(S) is an wY-semilattice .)l, of rectangular bands (E(n, 3): (n, 3)eSc) 

such that E(n, 3) and E(m, ~) are contained in the same D-class of S 

if and only if ii=~. 

In this section, we show that tis a congruence on an wY-orthodox 
semigroup S, and that Sit is given by Theorem 2.3. We also give a 
description of the I-classes of S. These results as well as some other 
properties of 0Y-orthodox semigroups that we develop in this section 
will be needed in section 4. The material of this section may also be 
useful for further structural studies of wY-orthodox sernigroups. 

Lemma 3.1. Let S be an orthodox (strictly regular) semigroup 
and let E(S) be the semilattice / 1 of rectangular bands (£3 : 3E /\). 

If /\ has a greatest elen1ent So and e0sE
80

• then Re
0 

is a semigroup. 
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Proof. Suppose xoR nLg with goE(S). Hence, goEs for e, 
some 5, /\. Since E

0 
is a rectangular band and ge,0 Es E3

0 
<;E0 , 

ge0 g=g(ge0 )g=g. Thus, x=xg=xge0g=xe0 gsxeoS. Hence, xe0 RxRe0. 

Hence if yRe0 , xyRxe0 Re0 • 

Remark 3.2. Let S be a regular scmigroup. If boR,nL, 
(e, fsE(S)), there exists xoS such that bx=e. It is shown in the 
proof of [l, theorem 2.18] that b-1=fxe is the unique inverse of b 
contained in R,nL, and that bb-1=e and b-1b= f. 

In the remainder of this section, Swill denote an wY-orthodox 
semigroup. 

Theorem 3.3. t is a congruence on Sand S/t""((n, k), : n, k 
El", SEY) under tlze multiplication (n, k)3(r, s)~ =(n+r-min (k,r), 

k+s-min (k, r)) f(k, r) irhere f(k. r)= 3, ii/\~· or ~ according to 

whether k>r, r=k, or r't>k. 

Proof It follows from proposition 1.2 that E(S/l) is the roY
semilattice (<n, a> : ns/o, aEY) where <n, rJ.>=Ecn• !JG)· Hence, 
utilizing proposition 1.8, S/I is an wY-inverse semigroup. Thus, by 
corollary 2.2, His a congruence an Sjl. Hence, tis a congruence on 
S by proposition 1.3, and S/t is an inverse semigroup by proposition 
1.5. Since l<;t by lemma 1.4, x<p=x* defines a homomorphism of S/I 
onto S/t. It was shown in the proof of proposition I ·5, that E(S/ I) 
=(;: esE(S)), E(S/t)=(e*: eoE(S) ), and e<p=e* defines an iso
morphism of E(S/I) onto E(S/t). Let <n, oc>cp=[n, oc]. Hence, 
E(S/t) is the wY-semilattice ([n, oc] : no/o, ".oY). By proposition 1.7 
and proposition 1.8, (e, ])oD(sS/I) if and only if (e*,f*) oD(oS/t). 
Thus, it easily follows that S /t is an wY-inverse semigroup. By 
proposition 1.6, each H-c!ass of S/t consists of a single element. 
Hence, the desired multiplication for S/t is given by theorem 2.3. 

Note 3.4. If we let t(n, k)s = (n, k)s 1-1
, the I-classes of S are 

(t(n, k)s :n, kE1°, SEY) with 

1(n, k)s 1(r,s)" '= 1(n+r-min(k, r), k+s-min(k, r))tcko,, · 

Utilizing Corollary 2.4 (a), t(n, k)s nE(S)r' D implies n=k. 

Sincet'(k, k)s f;.t(k, k)s by corollary 2.4 (a) and S/t is an inverse 

semigroup, xx'ot(k, k). for all x's/(x). Thus, t(n. k)s nE(S)O"D if 

and only if n=k. 
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Let e,feE(S). Hence, using lemma LI, (e,f)et implies (e,f)el. 
Thus, since J,,;,.t by lemma 1.4, (e,f)et if and only if (e,f)el. Hence 
using proposition 1.2, each t(k, k), contains precisely one Ey. We 

set E
1 

=E(k, k), . Thus, we may write E(S)=(E(k, k)s :kefo, 6eY) 

with E(k, k),.E(s, sl., ,,;,.E(k, k). (s, s)~ where Elk, k), is a rectangu

lar band with E(t(k, k), )=E(k, k),. Let D,=U(t(n, k), :n, kel0
). 

Utilizing proposition 1.7 and corollary 2.4 (e), (D,: 6•Y) is the 
collection of D-classes of S. 

Hencefore, we will use the terminology of note 3.4. 

Proposition 3.5. \n, k)s =(aeS: aa'eE(n, n)& and a' aeE(k, k)& 

for some a'el(a))= U(R,nL1 : eeE(n, n), andfeE(k, k), ). 

Proof. Let aet (n, k) 8 Hence, using corollary 2·4 (b), I (a) 

,,;,.t(k, n), . Thus, if a'el(a), we use theorem 3.3 and note 3.4 to obtain 

aa'eE(n, n), and a'aeE(k, k), . Conversely, let aa'eE(n, n). and 

a'aeE(k, k).. Since aeRaa'nLa'a• at <R(aa')tnL(a'a)t" Thus, uti

lizing corollary 2.4 (c) and 2.4 (d), at=(n, k)s and, hence, aet(n, k)S 

Using the fact that a•Raa' nLa'a for all a'el(a), it is easy to esta

blish the last equality. 

A rectangular group is the algebraic direct product of a group 
and a rectangular band. 

Proposition 3.6. For each Oe:Y and kz/0, t(k, k)s is a rectangu

lar group. In/act, t(k, k). roe, x E(k, k), where G, is afixedmaxi

n1al subgroup of D 8 . Further1nore, 
t t ct (k, k), (s, s)~ - ((max (k, s), max (k, s))"'' ,, 

wheref(k, s)=S,01\~, or ~according to whether k>s, k=s, or s>k. 

Proof. By proposition 3.5, t(k, k). = U(R,nL, : e., feE(k, k))· 

Ho\vever, since E{k, k)s is a rectangular band, efeRen L1. Hence, 

t(k, k)s =U(R,nL, : gcE(k, k), ). By theorem 3.3 and note 3.4, 

t(k, k)s is a semigroup. Let acR,nLg and beR,nL. where 

g, hcE(k, k)& . Since ghg=g, aa-1 bb- 1 aa-'=aa-1 or a=(aa-1) 

b(b-1a). Hence, t(k, k)s is a simple semigroup. Since E(t(k, k),) 

=E(k, k) , t(k, k) is completely simple. Using the Rees representa-
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tion of t(k, k)s [l, theorem 3.5] and aremark of Clifford and Preston 

[!, p. 95, line 17-l9], it is easily seen that t(k, k), is a rectangular 

group. The second sentence follows since all H-classes of D 6 contain
ing idempotents are isomorphic groups by a theorem of Green[!, 
theorem 2.20]. 

Note 3. 7. Let e0 be a fixed element of E(O O) . Select any 
, 80 

/•E(l, l)oo and let e1=e0feo. Hence, e1eE(I, !)
30 

by note 3.4 and 

e1<'.!eo (i.e., e1eo=eoe1=e1). Let aERe nLe and let a-1 be the uni-
0 l 

que inverse of a in Re
1
nLe

0 
given by remark 3.2. Define a-ri 

=(a-1y• for all positive integers n and define a0=eo-

Note 3.8. Utilizing proposition 3.5, note 3.4, corollary 2.4 (b), 
and note 3.7, it is easily seen that a-na'et(n, k)

00
. Thus, if 

g"•t(k, k). 'a-na'g,.•t(n, k)s 

Lemma 3.9. a7"a-'=e0 for all k<I0 • 

Proof If k=l, aa-1 =e0 by the definition of a-1 (remark 3.2), 

We will employ mathematical induction. Suppose that a'"a-k=e0 
for some natural number k. Hence, ak+i a-<k+l)=aa7c(a-1)ka-1 

=aeoa-1=ae1a- 1=aa-1=e0 • 

Proof We apply notes 3.7 and 3.8 and lemma 3.9 without 
explicit mention. First, suppose that k>r. If k>r+ 1, a'"a-• 
=ak-r ai·a-r=ak-''eo=ak·-r-1 aeo =ak-r-1 ae1eo=ak-r-1 ae1 =ak-r. 

If k=r+ 1, aka-r=ar+ 1a-r=a.ara-r = ae0=a=ak-1·. Next, suppose 
that r>k. If r> k+ 1, a''a-• =a''( a iy =a''(a-1}'(a-1)'-'=e,(a-1y-k 
=eoa-1 (a-1y·-k-I=eoe1a-1 (a-1)r-1c-1=(a-1r·-k=a-cr-1d. If r=k+ I, 
aka-r =- al;a-<k+1 > = ak( a-1 )k+l =ak(a-1 y•a-1 =e00-1 =a-1= a-<1-1c>. 

L 3 11 
_, _, -(k-tr-min(r,p)) p+s-min(r,p). 

emma . . a aPa as=a a 

Proof We apply lemma 3.10. If p'):.r, a-kava-ras=a-kav-r+s 
While if r>p, a··kaPa-ras=a-ka-{r-p) Q3 =a-(k+r-p)Q.~. 
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Lemma 3.12. a-'a'"E(r, r) •o for all r<[o. 

Proof We showed in note 3.8 that a-'a'<t(r r) Hence, uti-
, •o 

lizing lemma 3.9, and note 3.7, a-rara-'ar=a-'e0a'=a-"a' and, thus, 

a-'a'=f,<E(r,r) . 

'° 
4. Structure theorem for '-YY-L-unipotent semigroups (Proof 

of the conve1·se) 

In this section, we sho\v that any wY-L-unipotent sen1igroup is a 
sub-semigroup of a certain semi-direct product of an (l)Y-sernilattice 

of right groups by the bicyclic semi group (theorem 4. I I). 

An wY-L-unipotent semigroup is a se1nigroup S such that (1) 
E(S) is an ooY-semilattice /\ =l'XY of right zero semigroups (E,n, , 1 

: ml', o<Y) (2); E(D,)=U(E1n, , 1 : ml') where (D,: 5<Y) is the 
collection of D-classes of S. Equivalently Sis an ooY-L-unipotent. 
semigroup if and only if Sis a regular semigroup satisfying (I) and 
(2') E 1m, , 1 and E,m, ~ 1 are contained in the same D-class of S if and 
only if S=~· 

These statements are equivalent since a se1nigroup Sis regular 
if and only if each D-class of S contains an idempotent (see [I, 
theorem 2.1 !]). 

We will use a sequence of six lemmas to establish theorem 4.11. 

In this section, Swill denote an wY-L-unipotent semigroup. 

Lemma 4.1. Every e/ernent of S 1nay be uniquely expressed in 
the for1n a-nakgTra where gka~t(k, k),. . 

Proof. We will use note 3.4 without explicit mention. Let 
x<t(n, k),. Hence, using lemma 3.9 and note 3.7, 3.8 we obtain 

a" x=eoanx=aka-kanx =akgka· By lemma 3.12, a-nan=f<E( ) . 
n, n 60 

By proposition 3.5, (x, g)oR for some gsE(n, n)i Thus,fg.=(fg)g=g 

since E(n, n), is a right zero semigroup. Hence, x=gx=fgx=fx 

=a-nanx=a-na1:gk6. Next, we establish uniqueness. Suppose 
x=a-nakgk 6 -=-a- 1 ashs~· Thus, n=r, k=s, and 6=~. Hence, a- 11 akg116 
=a-nakhk':f.· l\1ultiplying on the left by an and using Jemma 3.9, 
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eoa'gkS =eoa'hkS or a'gkS =a"hk~· Multiplying on the left by a-1°, 

zgkS =zhkS for some zzE(k k) by lemma 3.12. Thus, as above 
' So 

gkS =hkS · 

Remark 4.2. 
[17, lemma4]. 

Lemma 4. l could also have been derived from 

Lemma 4.3. 

Proof. 
(note 3.4). 

We will repeatedly use the multiplication of I-classes 
If ri>q, h,a-•et(r o) . Hence, using lemma 3. 12, pro

, So 

position 3.5, and the fact that E(r, r)Eo is a right zero semigroup, 

hqa-rRa-rar where a··r ar =fre E(r r) . Thus, a~rarhqa-r =h'la-r in , s. 
this case. Next, suppose that q-;,r. By proposition 3·5, h,Rffor. 
somefeE(q, q)~· Hence, fd=(f,f)f=f. Thus, again, a-•'a'h,a-• 

=frhqa-r =frfhqa-r =fhqa-r=hqa-r. 

Definition 4.4. Let SI, be a semilattice and let X be a semi
group. Let X =U (X

0 
: Se.ll.) where each X

0 
is a sub-semigroup and 

XS nxy =D if S;o>y. Furthermore, suppose Xs Xy ~X0 J\ y for 

0, ~zSI,. We term X the semilattice S(, of semigroups (Xs : S<S/,). 

Note 4.5. By proposition 3.6, t(k, k)s ""Gs x E(k, k)S where 

GS is a fixed maximal subgroup of Ds . Hence, t(k, k)S is a right 

group. Proposition 3.6 now states that T=U(t(k, k)s: kEf', SzY) is 

the "'Y-semilattice SI, =l' x Y of right groups (t(k, k)s : hl', SoY) in 

the case of «>Y-L-unipotent semigroups. 

Definition 4.6. For g:::.T and r, se/0
, define g oc,r, s> =a-sa'ga-ras. 

Lemma 4.7. For each r, se/0
, oct,, sl is an endornorphism of T. 

Furthermore, t(k, k)E cx:(r, s)~t(s, s)So ifr>k and 

1(k, k)s cx:(r, s)9(l<+s-r, k+s-r)
0 

if k-;,r. 

Finally, goc(r, r) =ge for some eoE(r, r lso for gzT. 
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Proof If g1,st(k, k)1; and h,st(q, q)T/' gkoc(r, s/''"'(r, s)=a-'a'g,a-'· 

(as a-s) arh(ja-ras=a-sarg1c (a-rarhqa- 1 )a8 vvhere the last equality is a 
consequence of lemma 3.9 and note 3.8. Hence, utilizing lemma 4.3, 
g<'x( )h'"'(· )=a-'a'g,h,a-'a'=(g,h,)cx(. s)· The second sen-r, s 1, s 1, 

tence of the lemma follows from note 3.8 and note 3.4 by a routine 
calculation. Utilizing lemma 4.3, hqoc(r, r)=(a-'a 1'haa-r)a1·=haa-1 a1

" 

while a- 1 a'sE(r, r)oo by lemma 3.12. 

Lemma 4.8. If gPo st(p, P)1; and h8.fJst(s, s).fJ' 

(a-kaPg ) (a-ra.~h )=a-O•+r-min(p rl aP+s-min(P,ri g cc )h . 
pl; SYJ • Po (r, s ST/ 

Proof. Utilizing·lemma 4.3, lemma 3.9, note 3.7. lemma 3.11. 
and definition 4.6, 

(a-11aPgp1;) ( a-'a'h SYJ) =a- 11a"(a_'.a'g p/;a-')a'hs"f/ 

=a-kaP(a-rasa-sa'g a-r)a'h pS s·r, 
=a-kaPa-ras (a-sai-a a-i·as)h 

op(i Slj 

-a-<k+r-min(p r)) aP+s-minfp r)g C£ h 
- ' ' Po (r, s) .sT/· 

Let C denote the bicyclic semigroup, i.e. C =l' x / 0 under the 
multiplication (i, j)(p, q)=(i+p-min(j, p), j+q-min(j, p)). 

Lemma 4.9. The mapping (n, r)-+ a:(n, r) is a homomorphism of 

C into End T, the semigroup of endomorphisms of T. 

Proof. We apply lemma 3.11 and definition 4.6. If gk0st(k, k)s' 

gko oc (r, s) oc(n, p) =a-•a"(a-·'a'gk0a-'a')a-"a" 

-a-<P+s-min(ri sJJ 0 n+r-min(n s>g a-<r+n-min{s riJJa<>+P-min(.'f" 11 f - , k?i ' ' 

=gkSoc(r, s)(n,p)· 

Lemma 4.10. S"'(((n, k),gk0): gk0ot(k, kl1;' k, ml', SsY) under 

the n1ultiplication 

((n, k), zk/) ((r, s), h8~)=((n, k) (r, s), gkiioc(r, s) hs~) 

lvhere juxtaposition denotes multiplication in C and T. 

Proof. It follows from lemma 4.7 and note 3.4 that 

((11, k), gkii): gk0st(k, k)s' k, nsl") 
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under the given multiplication is a groupoid. By lemma 4.1 and 
lemma 4.8 (a-"a'gk

8
)¢=((n, k), gk0

) is the required isomorphism. 

q.e.d. 

Theorem 4.11. Let S be an wY-L-unipotent semigroup. Then, 
there exists an wY-semilattice of right groups T=U(T(k, /;):ks!°, /;eY, 

a semilattice )Vith greatest ele1nent 60) and a hon1on1orphism 
(n, r)-+ ex( ) of C, the bicyclic semigroup, into End T, the semi-n, r 
group of endo1norphisn1s of T, such that 

(I) For each keP, there exists e(/<, So)<E(T(k, 80)) such that 

gcx(k, k)=ge(k, 8,)for all gsT. 

For each k, r, S$/0
, 

C ( T(s, Sol if r>k 
(2) T(k, 8) cx(r, s) - -\ 

l T(k+s-r, 8) if le";;, r. 

Furthermore, SN((n, k), gk8): gk0eT(k, /;)' n, kol', ;;sY) under 

the nzultiplication 

(3) ((n, k), gk0) ((r, s), h,~)=((11, k) (r, s), gkooc(r, s) h,~) 

i,,vhere juxtapositio11: denotes 1nultiplication in C and T. 

Proof Let T(k, 8) =t(k, k)
8 

and apply note 4.5, lemma 4.7, 

lemma 4.9, and lemma 4. IO. 

5. Structure theorem for wY-L-u11ipotent semigroups (proof of 
direct half). 

Let Tbe an wY-semilattice /\ =T' x Yofright groups(T(k, SJ' ks!', 

/jsY, a semilattice with greatest element 80) and let (11, r)-+=(11, r) 

be a homomorphism of C into ENDT such that (I) and (2) of 
theorem 4. I I are valid. We denote ((n, k), gk0) : gk0eT(k, /;): 11, kEf', 

SsY) under the multiplication (3) of theorem 4. I 1 by (T, cx(r, sJl· 

In this section, we show that (T, O:p·, si) is an mY-L-unipotent 
semigroup (theorem 5.8). 

We will use a sequence of seven lemmas to establish theorem 5.8. 

First we will need a definition. 
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Definition 5.1. Let Hand K be semigroups ahd let k-'> oc, be 
a homomorphism of H into ENDK. We term Hx K under the 
multiplication (h, k) (r, s)=(hr, kcx,s) a semi-direct product of K by 
H (this is a very slight generalization of the corresponding concept 
for groups [4, p. 88]). 

Lemma 5.1. Let Hand K be semigroups. Then, any sen1i-direct 
product of K by H is a semigroup. 

Proof. We have ((h, k) (r, s)) (u, v)=(hr, kcx,.s) (u, v) 

= (hru, (kcx,s) cx~v)=(hru, kcxcus 'Xuv) 

=(h, k) (ru, scxuv)=(h, k) ((r, s) (u, v)). 

Lem.ma 5.2. (T, CC er. sJ) is a senilgroup. 

Proof. We use (2) to establish closure while associativity follows 
from lemma 5 .1 . 

Lemma 5.3. Every element of E(T(k, 80)) is a !eft identity for 

T(k, ·~)· 

Proof. Let hk~ eT (k, r,), feE(T(k, 80)) and geE(T(k, ~)). 

Hence, there exists xeT(k, ~) such that hk~ =gx, and thus. ghk~ 

=g(gx)=gx=hkr,· Furthermore, there exists yeT(k, r,) such that 

gfy=fg. Hence, gfg=g(gfy)=gfy=fg. Thus, (fg)2=f(fg)=fg and 
hence, fgeE(T(k, ~)!· Finally, fhk~ =f(ghk-r, )=(fg)ghkr, =ghhi = 

hkr,. 

Lemma 5.4. E((T, a(r, s)ll=((k, k), gk8):kel0 , /ieY, gk0eE(T kli)). 

Proof. We use (1) and lemma 5.3 in a straightforward calcula
tion. 

Lemma 5.5. E((T, a(r, s)) is the wY-semi/attice (\ of right zern 

semigroups (E(k, Ii) : ke/0, /i<Y) where E(k, li)=(((k, k), gk0): 

gk/i°E(Tkli)). 

Proof. Let ((k, k), gk0), ((s, s), h5,.)eE((T, rx: (r, s))). Using (1) 

and lemma 5.3, we obtain ((k, k), gk
0

) ((s, s), hs~)=((k, k)(s, s), 

gkli hs~). The desired result follows since Tis au wY-semilattice of 

right groups (also,recaJI E(T) is a semigroup (for example, see proof 
ofJemma 5.3)). 
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Lemma 5.6. Let ((n, k), gk8), ((r, s), hs~)z(T, oc(r, s)l· 

(a) ((n, k), gk8) L ((r, s), hs~) if and only if k=s, 8=~, and 

(gk8, hs~)zL(eT). 

(b) ((n, k), gk8 ) R((r, s), h s~) if and only if n=r and 8 =~. 

(c) ((n, k), gk
8

) D((r, s), h8~) if and only if8=~. 

Proof (a) Suppose that k=s, 8=·ri and (gk
8

, hk
8
)zL(eT). Hence 

there exists ukeT(k, 81 such that uk
8

gk
8 

=hk
8

. Thus, using the fact 

(r, s)~ oc(r, s) is a homomorphism, (1), and lemma 5.3, ((r, n), 

"kooc(k, nil ((11, k), gk8)=((r, k), hk8) and dually. The converse is 

by a straightforward calculation. 

(b) Suppose n=r and s~~. Since gkSa:.(k, s)'T(s, 8) by (2), 

there exists z80eT(s, 8) such that gkSoc(k, s)zs8 =hs8. Hence, 

((11, k), gk8) ((k, s), zs
8

)=((n, s), h88 ) and dually. The converse is 

routine. 

(c) Suppose S=~. Then, using (a) and (b), ((n, k), gk
0
) R((n, s) 

h88) L((r, s) li58) while the converse is immediate from (a) and (b). 

Lemma 5.7. (T, oc(r, siJ is a regular semigroup. 

Prnof. By lemma 5.6 (c) and lemma 5.4, each D-class of 
(T, °'(r, s)l contains an idempotent. Hence, (T, oc(r, s)Jis a regular 

by [l, theorem 2. l l] (If a D-class D of a semigroup contains a regula1 
element, then every element of D is regular). 

Theorem 5.8. (T, oc(r, s)) is an wY-L- unipotent sen1igroup. 

Proof This theorem is a consequence of lemma 5.2, lemma 5.5, 
lemma 5.6 (c), and lemma 5.7. 

6. Structure of wY-L-Unipotent Semigrol.tps. 

We now state the major theorem of this paper. 

Theorem. 6.1. Let S be an wY-L-unipotent seniigroup. Then, 
there exists, T~ U(T(k, 8) : kefo, 8zY, a semi/attice with greatest 80), 

an wY-semi/attice (1 =1° x Y of right groups (T(k, 8) : ke/0 and 8zY), 

and a hon101norphis1n (n, r)-;..o:(n, r) ofG', the bicyclic semigroup, 
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into EndT, the seniigroup of endon1arphisn1s o.f T such 
each kz1°, there exists e(k , ) zE(T(k ) such that 

, oo , Sa) 
g e(k, iio)for a// gzT. 

(2) For such k, r, szJo, 

{ 
T(s, iio) if r>k 

T(k, ii)oc(r, s) C T 
(k+s-r, ii) if k)tr 

that (1) for 

goc(k, k) = 

Furthermore, S"'-(((n, k), gkii) : gkiizT(k, ii)' n, hfo, ii<Y) under 

the multiplication. 

(3) ((n, k), gk0) ((r, s), hs~)=((n, k) (r, s), gkiioc(r, s) hs~) 

ivhere juxtaposition denotes multiplicatinn in C and T. 

Conversely, letT=U(T(k, il): kz!0 , ;;zY, a semi/attice with greatest 

element iio) be an roY-semilattice ;\ =1° x Y of right groups (T(k, ii) 

kz1°, ii0 Y) and let (n, r)--> oc(n, r) be a homomorphism C into EndT 

such that (1) and (2) are valid. Then, (((n, k), gkii): gkSff(k, ii)' n, 

kzl0, ii<Y) under the mu/tiplication(3) is an roY-L-unipotent semigroup. 

Proof. Combine theorem 4.11 and theorem 5.8. 

Remark 6.2. In the notation of section 5, theorem 6.1 states: 
Sis an roY-L-unipotent semigroup if and only if Sis isomorphic to 
(T, oc(r' s)) for some collection T, CC(n s)· 

7. Some Special Cases. 

In this section, we specialize theorem 6.1 to the following classes 
of semigroups : LY-regular semigroups-forruerly, £-regular serui
groups (theorem 7.1); simple ro-L-unipotent sernigroups (theorem 
7.7); simple £-regular semi groups (theorem 7.8) ; bisimple "'-L-uni
potent semigroups (theorem 7.1 I); E-bisimple sernigroups (theorem 
7.12). 

We ter1n an wY-L-unipotent setnigroup an LY-regular semigroup 
if esE(n, S) and/zE'(m, ~) with (11, ii)<(m, ~) (n>m or n=m and 

ii<~) implies e<f(e<Jrneans ef=fe =e). We termed an LY-regular 
semigroup an I.-regular semigroup in [14]. Let T=U(T(k, S) : kEI0

, 

ii<Y, a semilattice with greatest element) be an roY-sernilattice ;\ = 

]
0 x Y of right groups (T(k, S) : kol', 8<Y). If ezE(T(n, ii)) and 

fzE(T(m, ~) with (11, ii)<(m, ~) implies e<f, we term T an LY-
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semilattice /\ =I' x Y of right groups (T(k, o) : k~I0 , ozY). Twas 

called an L-semilattice Y of right groups in [14]. 

The following corollary to theorem 6.1 is a combination of [14, 
theorem I] and [16, theorem]. 

Theorem 7 .1. S is an LY-regular se1nif{roup if and only if Sis 
isomorphic to (T, CX:(r, si) for so1ne collection T, O:::cr, s) where Tis an 
LY-semilattice A =1° x Y of right groups (T(k, S)' kel', oeY). 

Proof. In accordance with theorem 6.1, we set S=(T,oc,,, ,,). 
(see also remark 6.2). By lemma 5.4 and the second sentence of the 
proof of lemma 5.5, E(S) is isomorphic to E(T). Hence, S is an 
LY-regular semigroup if and only if Tis an LY-semilattice of right 
groups. 

Remark 7.2. A further refinement of theorem 7.1 is possible 
(see, [15, theorem 4] and [16, theorem]). 

Let S be a regular semigroup such that £( S) is a semilattice / 1 

of right zero semigroups (£
0 

: oz/\). If A is order isomorphic to J 0 

under the reverse of the usual order, Sis termed and ro-L-unipotent 
semigroup. In order to obtain a structure theorem for oo-L-unipotent 
semigroups, we must first establish three preliminary results. 

Lem.ma 7.3. Every wY-L-unipotent se1nigroup S is a sbnple 
semigroup. 

Proof Let S=(T, oc(r, s)l in accordance with theorem 6.1. Let 

((n, k), gk0), ((r, s), h8~) eS. Let z(n+l)·ri eT(n+l, ~)' Hence, using 

(2) of theorem 6.1, x=z(n+ I)~ oc(n+ 1, s) gko oc(k+ 1, s)"T (s, ·ri)· 

Thus, there exists y8~ zT(s, ~)such that xy8~ =hs.,,· Hence, using 

the fact oc(n, r) z EndT and (11, r)--+ oc(n, r) is a homomorphism it is 

easy to show that ((r, n+l), z(n+1)~ )(((n,k), gk0) ((k+I, s), y 811 )) 

=((r, s), h8~). 

Remark 7.4. Lemma 7.3 extends [16, theorem] from LY-regular 
semigroups to wY-L-unipotent semigroups. 

W. D. Munn terms an inverse semigroup S a regular ro-se1ni
group if and only if E(S) (with the order e.;;,f if and only if 
ef=fe=e) is order isomorphic to l" under the reverse of the usual 
order. [7]. 
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Lemma 7.5. Sis a silnp!e regular w-se1nigroup iviti1 eacn !£-class 
a single elentent if and only if Sis a;z wY-inverse senzigroup 1vith each 
H-class a single element and 1vith Ya finite chain 0> 1 ..... > d-1 
where dis a positive integer. 

Proof Let S be a simple regular w-semigroup. In [7, p. 55], 

Munn shows that Sis an wf-invarse setnigroup with Ya finite chain 
0> I ... >d-1 where dis a positive integer. The converse follows 
since every wY-inverse semigroup is a sin1ple (!)Y-inverse semigroup 
by [16, corollary] or lemma 7.3. 

Lemma 7.6. (Munn, [7, theorem 2.1]) Let S be a regular w
semigroup. Then, His a congruence on S. 

Theorem. 7.7. Sis a simple w-L-unipotent senzigroup if arzd only 
if Sis an wY-L-unipotent sentigroup lVith Y the finite chain 0> 1 >2 
... >d-1 where dis a positive integer. 

Proof. Let S be a simple w-L-unipotent semigroup. Using pro
position 1.2, Sf! is a regular w-semigroup. By lemma 7.6, H is a 
congruence on Sf!. Hence, by proposition 1.3, proposition 1.5, and 
proposition 1.6, Sft is a simple regular w-semigroup with each H
class a single element. Thus, by lemma 7.5, Sft is given by t11eorem 
2.3 with Y the finite chain 0>1 > ... >d-1. By note 3.4, E(S) is 
the wY-semilattice /\ of right zero semigroups (E,no ,, : no/0

, 3zY) 
where Yis the finite chain 0.>1>2> ... >d-1 with E1., ,, t=(n, 5). 
Hence, Sis an wY-L-unipotent semigroup by proposition 1.7 and 
corollary 2.4 (e). The converse is a consequence of lemma 73 q.e.d. 

An w-L-unipotent semigroup is ter1ned an £-regular semigroup in 
[11] if eeE, andfoE; with i>j implies e<f. 

Theorem 7.8. Sis a simple E-regular semigroup !f and only if 
Sis an LY-regular semigroup with Y the finite chain 0>1 ... >d-1 
lVhere dis a positive integer. 

Proof Apply theorem 7.7. 

Remark 7.9. A combination of theorem 6.1 and theorem 7.8 
yields [I 1, theorem]. 

Remark 7.10. A further refinement of remark 7.9 is possible 
(see, [12, theorem 4]). The non-simple case is treated in [13]. 

Finally, we consider bisimple semigroups. 

If A is a finite set, I Al will denote the number of elements of A. 
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Theorem 7.11. Sis a bisimple w-L-unipotent semigroup if and 
only if Sis an wY-L-unipotent semigroup with IYI =!. 

Proof Apply theorem 6.1, lemma 5.6(c), and theorem 7·7. 

We termed a bisimple £-regular semigroup on E-bisimple se1ni
groups in [IO]. 

Theorem 7.12. S is an E-bisimple semigroup if and only if Sis 
.ci:n LY-regular seniigroup with IY/ =I. 

Proof. Apply theorem 7 .11. 

Remark 7.13. A combination of theorem 7.12 and theorem 7.1 
yields [10, lemma 1.20]. A further refinement of [10, lemma 1.20] 
yields [10, theorem I.I]. 

Remark 7.14. An excellent account of our structure theory for 
E-bisimple se1nigroups is given in [3, section 5]. 
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